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President’s Message
Welcome to the second edition of the LPS Newsletter. If you haven’t read
the first edition you may want to look at that as well - it can be found here
on the LPS website.

This edition is a little later than planned and, of course, in the meantime
the coronavirus has had a massive impact on the country as a whole. We
are currently working out what the Society can do during the lockdown
and what may be a considerable period afterwards as things slowly
return to normal.

We have already had our first ‘virtual’ judging meeting with the images
from the Annual Exhibition Print competition being shown using the Zoom
video conferencing application and the judge’s comments being read out.
Our judge for the Digital competition has now confirmed that she will join
our virtual meeting and present her comments on the images live. If
that’s successful then we may try to arrange for other guest speakers or
judges to present remotely.

We are also looking for other ways to remain in contact with members
and to arrange activities and meetings that can be done remotely, such
as teaching sessions. Any meetings of this type will be delivered via

https://lps1852.co.uk/newsletters/
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Zoom so if you didn’t call in to the Print judging session and aren’t familiar
with the technology then I would encourage you to look at it now and to
get yourself set up to use it as it is likely that this is the only way we will
be able to get together as a Society for a considerable period of time.

Don’t forget that you only need basic equipment to join a meeting (a
screen so that you can see what’s happening and a loudspeaker or
headphones so that you can hear). If you are struggling to get connected
then please contact us and we will do our best to get you up and running.

We also have the Forums on the
website which we hope members
will use more actively while we’re
all stuck at home. You can post
anything related to photography
on there - ask for help, offer tips,
recommend good websites to
visit etc. You will need a login to
post on the Forum and also to see
some parts of it so if you don’t
have one already please request
one from Geoff Bennett at
webmaster@lps1852.co.uk .

As always, if you have any ideas
about things we could try and do
then please email me with your
suggestions (president@lps1852.co.uk).

Finally, I’d just like to wish you all, together with your family and friends,
all the best for the coming months. I hope everyone remains safe and
that it won’t be too long before we can restart Society meetings.

Howard Gould

LPS President
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2020 AGM and Committee
Given the current situation it is not going to be possible for the Society to
hold the 2020 Annual General Meeting as planned on 21 April.

The President’s and Treasurer’s statements will be emailed to members
during April and physical presentation of awards and certificates will be
done once normal meetings restart.

Where possible any motions to be discussed by the membership
(including setting the subscription fees for the next year) will be deferred
until we are able to start meeting at St Edmund's again, at which time a
Special General Meeting will be called. If any members want to raise any
matters that cannot wait then they should contact the General Secretary
(Clive Hudson) by email (to gensec@lps1852.co.uk) before Tuesday 14
April with details and a discussion and vote will be arranged.

We are also asking for nominations for committee posts to be submitted
before 14 April to Clive at the email address above. You can nominate
yourself and we are very keen to have some new faces on the committee,
particularly from newer members, so that we have a broad range of
experience and interests to guide the Society.

We have a particular need to replace two committee members who are
standing down this year: Andrew Jack as Competitions Secretary and
Andrew Winfield as Publicity Secretary. Without these posts being filled
it will become very difficult for us to run the Society in the way we want
to, so please do put your name forward. You will get a full handover and
lots of help when you need it.
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Charlie Waite
Charlie Waite was our major speaker for the 2019 - 2020 programme and
he visited us on Tuesday 10 December when we filled our normal hall to
capacity. We assume that this was a measure of Charlie’s popularity and
not just the decision to waive the charge for tea and coffee that evening!

As well as almost all members managing to attend we also had a lot of
visitors who were obviously not put off by the higher visitor fee for that
night. Many of these visitors came from other clubs in the area and we

hope that everyone was made
welcome and left with a positive
impression of LPS.

Charlie’s talk itself was inspiring
and very focused on his images
and what made them work for
him, rather than the technical
detail of how they were taken
which he saw as very much
incidental to creating something
that gave an emotional
response.

In December 2020 we will have
Joe Cornish coming to speak

and we are hoping to have
an equally great evening
then - so don’t forget to
renew your membership
next September!

https://www.charliewaite.com/
http://www.joecornishphotographer.com/
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2019 Annual Dinner
It seems a long time ago now, but the 2019 Annual Dinner was held on
Tuesday 12 November at Sand Moor Golf Club and was considered a great
success by those who attended. The format was similar to previous
years: meet in the bar for pre-dinner drinks, sit down to a three course
meal plus coffee and then the judging of the Robinson competition (for
sets of three prints) and Parkinson-Awmack competition (for sets of
three digital images).
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Some excellent images had been entered into the competitions with the
eventual winners selected by the judge being Ian Wray who took away the
Robinson trophy and Norman Robertson who won the Parkinson-
Awmack competition. Congratulations to both of them.

Our thanks go to all who were involved in the organisation of the event,
particularly Ted Clements. Thanks are also due to Ian Wray who gave a
‘masterclass’ at a subsequent members evening, talking about how he
took a couple of his winning images, including that of Dennis on his
scooter.
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LPS Forum
Hopefully you are aware by now that we have set up a forum on the LPS
website where members can post images (either for critique or just to
show), learn from each other and exchange ideas etc. In addition,
information will be posted there, such as notification of events happening
in the YPU area.

This has had a slow start but we hope that use of the Forum will increase
significantly in the coming weeks as a way for members to remain
engaged with photography and stay in touch with others.

The Forum can be found here on the website, so please visit and start
using it. You will need to login if you want to post anything and to view the
members-only sections. If you don’t yet have a login id then please email
our webmaster, Geoff Bennett, at webmaster@lps1852.co.uk and he will
set it up for you.

You are welcome to post anything of photographic interest on the Forum,
but please remember to be polite and welcoming to other members.
There is a specific section for loading images you would like feedback on
and an ‘Other’ section where you can ask general questions, offer items
for sale, see if other members want to join you on an outing etc. We will
hopefully expand this to include other sections reflecting activities during
the lockdown.

https://lps1852.co.uk/forum/
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New Sound System
Since the start of the Winter Programme our new projector has been in
operation and we hope that you can all notice some improvement in the
quality of the projected images. We were very pleased to receive some
unsolicited feedback from Charlie Waite who was very impressed with
how his images looked on the screen.

The other equipment that gets a lot of use on Tuesday evenings is the
sound system and after a trial one evening we have now acquired a new
set of speakers and a
replacement stick
microphone.

We are still
experimenting a little
with the placement of
the speakers, trying to
balance the sound
quality with the
practicalities of
trailing wires, but this
should bed down soon.
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Competitions Update
Results

The 2019 - 2020 Winter Programme is almost at an end with just the
judging of the Annual Exhibition Digital entries to go. Don’t forget that if
you weren’t able to attend on the judging evening you can still see the
detailed results in the Competitions section on the LPS website under the
relevant heading (LPS Competitions, Annual Dinner, Annual Exhibition
and Interclub).

Re-use of Images

Just a reminder that once an image has been placed in the top six in an
LPS competition it can still be entered into other competitions (eg the
Annual Exhibition) but not into another LPS one. We also ask members
not to re-use images excessively as it becomes less interesting to other
members to continually see the same images appearing. This also
applies to images that may technically be different but actually look very
similar.

All your own work?

There has been some discussion about images which are heavily guided
by someone other than the photographer, such that it can’t truly be
described as the photographer’s own work. An example might be on a
workshop where the photographer has been told where to place their
camera, what to include in the image, what settings to use etc.

This can be a grey area as no one, other than the photographer, knows the
precise circumstances under which an image was created but if you did
have a lot of assistance with a particular image then please consider
whether it is suitable for entry into a competition.
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Interclub
As most of you will know, the Society belongs to a group of photographic
societies in West Yorkshire, which runs an annual Interclub competition
over four rounds. We normally select the Society’s entries by popular
vote on a members’ evening but were unable to do that this time (as the
meeting was canceled) so our images were selected by the Interclub
representatives (Ted and Clive).

The fourth round was due to take
place on Saturday 4 April but, again
due to the current circumstances,
this was done remotely.

We were in first place (by one
point) after the third round so were
hoping for a good final round to see
us win the trophy back.

Unfortunately, we have just received the results and we didn’t quite make
it. Our selected images scored well, but
two other clubs had a better round and
managed to overtake us.

We ended up in 5th place (out of 10) in the
fourth round and in 3rd place overall
after the results from all 4 rounds were
totaled; with our score of 348 points,
behind Huddersfield on 352 and Pudsey
on 351. So it was close, but we weren’t
quite there for this year.

Detailed results will be available on the website shortly.

The first round in the 2020/21 competition will be in Bradford in October,
so, when the time comes, please consider entering some of your better
images into our selection process so that we can make a great start to
the next competition.
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Picture Credits
Page Title Author

Cover Harbour Sunset Chris Charlesworth

2 Bow river morant’s curve Howard Gould

3 Lilies Howard Gould

4 Winter sunset in the park Tamsin Spain

5 Various Charlie Waite

6 Lion Watching Malcolm Bond

6 Chantal McGregor Ray Hattrell

6 Lights Disrupted Jackie Martin

7 Winning Performance Norman Robertson

7 Veteran Mod, Dennis Ian Wray

8 White-tailed Eagle Ted Clements

9 Abandoned Bandstand Jose Closs

9 Sunlight over Wharfedale Keith Brightwell

10 We’ve bought them so we’re
going to use them

Tony Biscombe

11 Watching and waiting Tina Bulley

11 Blue Sash Paul Armitage


